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Why Data Sharing is Important 
to Patients and to You
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Clinical Data Standards

 Enable pooling of data that 
can generate new insights 
and reveal
subtle signals

Value Proposition
2010 C‐Path 
CAMD –AD 
database

April 2012 FDA 
presentation at 
CDISC International 
Interchange

 Improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of regulatory 
reviews
(Standards will be required by 2017)
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EMA / FDA statements on data standards
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www.fda.gov/ForIndustry/DataStandards/StudyDataStandards/ucm368613.htm

http://www.ema.europa.eu/docs/en_GB/document_library/Other/2013/06/WC500144730.pdf     

June 2013: EMA indicates intent to require use of CDISC standards

September 2013: FDA issues position statement
indicating future requirement to use CDISC standards



• Standards stifle creativity.
• We do things differently here and standards don't apply to us.
• Standards governance means additional, unnecessary and bureaucratic 

controls.
• Standards are always changing so we should wait until they stabilize.
• There are too many standards so it is too hard to pick.
• Standards don't cover all needs so they don't provide value.
• We only need to implement standards for studies actually being submitted to the 

FDA.
• We need to submit globally and unless we can submit globally with a particular 

standard, its not worth our time/effort.
• Standards implementation is an IT project.
• CDISC standards are for clinical trials; they don't work for clinical research. 
• The HL7 standards will replace the CDISC standards (or HL7 messages will 

make SDTM obsolete).

Sue Dubman, PD patient advocate
UCSF

Some myths about data 
standards



Value of data sharing, 
standards & pooling

 Nine member companies
agreed to share data from 24
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) trials 

 The data were not in a common format, correlation 
not possible

 The data were remapped to the CDISC AD
standard and pooled

 A new clinical trial simulation tool was created and 
has been the first model endorsed by the FDA and 
EMA

 Researchers utilizing database to advance 
research

Start Point

Result

24 studies, >6500 patients
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Critical Path Data Management

C-Path has extensive experience in the development and 
management of data systems to support collaborative 
research projects involving government agencies, 
pharmaceutical companies and academic institutions

 Development and application of data standards to enable 
regulatory science

 Secure data repository and process to curate and house data

 Data security and process controls

 Scalable database platform designed 

 De-identification as needed to meet HIPAA requirements
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Therapeutic Area Data Standards 
Development Experience

www.cdisc.org/therapeutic
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Coordinating and collaborating 
for standards development

Clinical SME knowledge

Standards expert knowledge

Gather Inputs Build understanding Develop Models

What do we need to capture?

How does it all fit together?

How will the data be used?
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• Define 
CDEs

• Protocols
• SAPs

Planning • Collect data 
• CRFs

Executing
• Integration
• Tabulation 
• Submission

Analysis &
Reporting

Common Data Elements and 
Data Standards

CDEs

Data Standards
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Sharing clinical research data

 Rules for developing the data standards
 Collaborative expert input and consensus
 Published by recognized standards development organization

 Rules of the road for merging data
 Use high value, harmonized  data 
 Use data standards accepted by regulatory agencies
 Use data standards end‐end

 Rules for accessing data
 Obtain broadest possible data use agreement that meets

regulatory requirements for secondary use of data
 De‐identify data to better than HIPAA “Safe Harbor” requirements
 Use access controls appropriate to research objectives

Governance Considerations
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Shared Learning Can Shorten 
the Timeline

 Data Standardization and Sharing
 Biomarker Development and Qualification
 Outcome Assessment Measures
 Modeling and Simulation

Adapted from “A virtual space odyssey”, Cath O'Driscoll (2004)
http://www.nature.com/horizon/chemicalspace/background/odyssey.html
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Final thoughts and learnings

• Big data holds great promise but equal focus is needed on quality as well 
as quantity

• “Let’s get the small data right first”
• Challenges are encountered when using data other than its original intent 

hence the need to provide context and frame of reference through 
standardization

• Standardized data sources are more valuable to a broader audience and 
facilitates crowdsourcing opportunities

• More focus is needed on the development of new and novel analytical 
methods, perhaps drawing on the expertise of other industries

• The most successful big data projects have been those that define the 
questions to be answered up front and orient data to answer those 
questions

• CAMD has achieved significant success with a minimal amount of data

Underutilized data is idle capital


